A rat is in the hat.
I had a chat with Pat.
Chad got a new pad.
Why is your dad sad?

day. My bad had a dad
Cut and Paste.

Read and Write.

A ram ate the yam.
Pam swam in the lake.
I have a black backpack.
I see a crack on the rack.

packed  Jack  snacks  sack.  a  in
Ben lost his blue pen.
Jen went into a den.

laid hen eggs ten A in the pen.
Cut and Paste.

Ted led me to the shed.
I fed my dog.

sled is red The bed. my under
I need to get a new net.

My mom let me get a pet.

I a met in pet wet the rain.
The shell has a bad smell.

The bell fell into the well.

can Nell spell well. the words
Name ____________________

A pig likes to dig.
A pig has a big wig.

A fig big I saw on the twig.
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Cut and Paste.

Read and Write.

A bird is flapping its wing.
The king likes to sing.

the playing spring in swing on a love I
Name ________________________

Cut and Paste.

Read and Write.

I will grill burgers for dinner.
Jill didn’t spill the milk.

mill Bill a on went the to hill.
I jog with my dog.
The dog barks in the fog.
Cut and Paste.

Read and Write.

The apricot will rot.

I got a shot yesterday.
I’m going to shop for a laptop.

A cop will mop.

Spin on top the and the stop tabletop.
Bub has a yellow sub.
The sub is in the tub.
cub needs tub. scrub in the to A
I gave my pug a hug.
A ladybug crawled on my mug.
Cut and Paste.

A nun had a hot bun.

She spun a colorful top for fun.

Read and Write.

in It to fun sun. the is run